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Setting up the server

Install a local server on your machine, it has both 
PHP and MySQL included

 http://www.wampserver.com/en/ 

Once it is running you can access it via localhost

http://www.wampserver.com/en/


  

Setting up 

 Open the database manager and create your  
database and tables.

 Fill in some test data
 Create a folder for your application in the www 

folder. (left-click on the wampServer icon and 
choose www directory)

 Create php programs to serve info for your 
mobile app.



  

Representational state transfer

 In RESTful applications the intent of a request 
is derived form the HTTP method used and the 
data sent

 GET – read based on given values
 POST – create new based on given info
 PUT – update or create based on info given
 DELETE – delete all matching to the given 

criteria



  

RESTful URI examples

 Example.com/users.php
 POST - Create a new user
 GET – get all users according to given data
 PUT – create/update based on given data
 DELETE – delete all according to given data

 Example.com/users.php/username
 GET – read specific user(s) info
 DELETE – delete specific user(s)



  

RESTful in PHP

 To get the request method in PHP use 
$method= $_SERVER['REQUEST_METHOD'];

 To get the URI components you need to 
explode $_SERVER['PATH_INFO'] 

$path = substr($_SERVER['PATH_INFO'], 1);

// to remove the leading ' / '

$info = explode("/", $path);

// to explode the components ino an array



  

RESTful in PHP

 When you know the method and the URI 
components you can use them to decide what 
is to be done, IE

switch($method){
  case 'GET':
      get_user($info);
  break;
  case 'POST':
      create_user($info);
  break;
...}



  

SQL reminder

 SELECT field1, field2 AS something FROM 
table WHERE field1=some ORDER BY 
something ASC LIMIT from, many

 INSERT INTO table (field1, field2) VALUES 
(value1,value2)

 DELETE FROM table WHERE field=some
 UPDATE table SET field=new WHERE 

field=some
 CREATE TABLE table (field1 type options, 

field2 type options ) 



  

Database connection

 To make a connection the database you can 
use the mysqli extension

$mysqli = new mysqli("host", "user", "pw", 
"db");

 To run a query use  $mysqli->query("...");
 To get the number of affected rows use 

$mysqli->affected_rows;
 To get the id value of the last inserted row use 

$mysqli->insert_id;



  

Database connection

 When selecting from the database, save the 
result in a variable (IE $result)

 Then you can get the number of rows in the 
result set by using $result->num_rows;

 And you can iterate trough the result rows by 
using  $result->fetch_assoc();

 Or get all of the rows at once as an associative 
array using 

$result->fetch_all(MYSQLI_ASSOC)



  

Database connection

 As we can not trust user input, use 
$mysqli->real_escape_string("..."); to escape 
all values to be inserted into any query.

 Read more about mysqli at:  
http://www.php.net/manual/en/book.mysqli.php 

http://www.php.net/manual/en/book.mysqli.php


  

JSON

 Data is in name : value pairs
 Data is separated by commas
 Textual names and values are enclosed by 

double quotes ”
 Value types are: numbers, strings, booleans, 

arrays, objects and null



  

JSON

 Curly braces hold (unordered) objects

{"name" : "Tester", "age" : 19}
 Square brackets hold (ordered) arrays

["Tony", "Anne", "Bob"]
 Both objects and arrays can hold other objects 

and arrays

[{"name" : "Tony", "age" : 12}, 

 {"name" : "Anne", "age" : 21}]



  

Encoding to JSON

 http://www.php.net/manual/en/function.json-encode.php 

 json_encode($array); can be used to encode 
an UTF-8 encoded array into a JSON string.

 The resulting JSON is an array if the array keys 
are in a continuous numeric sequence starting 
from 0.

array("foo", "bar", "baz", "blong")

"["foo", "bar", "baz", "blong"]"

http://www.php.net/manual/en/function.json-encode.php


  

Encoding to JSON

 The resulting JSON is an object and all keys 
are encoded as strings if the array keys are not 
in a continuous numeric sequence.

 When keys dont start with 0

array(1=>"foo", 2=>"bar", 3=>"baz") 

"{"1" : "foo", "2" : "bar", "3" : "baz"}"
 Or when a value has been removed

array(0=>"foo", 2=>"bar", 3=>"baz") 

"{"0" : "foo", "2" : "bar", "3" : "baz"}"



  

Encoding from JSON

 http://www.php.net/manual/en/function.json-decode.php 

 json_decode($jsonString) converts a JSON 
string to an PHP object

 To get an associated PHP array instead, use 
json_decode($jsonString, true)

 The input string must be valid JSON

http://www.php.net/manual/en/function.json-decode.php


  

Encoding to XML

 http://www.lalit.org/lab/convert-php-array-to-xml-with-attributes/

 Download the library to your application folder
 Use require_once() to include the library
 $xml = Array2XML::createXML( 'root_name', 

$array ); returns XML in the form of a DOM 
document

 $xml->saveXML(); saves the DOM 
representation into a XML document. (you can 
echo this for the response)

http://www.lalit.org/lab/convert-php-array-to-xml-with-attributes/


  

Array syntax

 The first level of the array should not have 
numeric keys.

 array('first', 'second', 'third') throws an 
exception.

 array('place'=>array('first', 'second', 'third')) 
returns

<places>
  <place>first</place>
  <place>second</place>
  <place>third</place>
</places>



  

Array syntax

 Node attributes are added into the node arrays 
with the key @attributes

 Array('@attributes'=>array('best'=>'first'),

'place'=>array('first', 'second', 'third')) returns

<places best="first">
  <place>first</place>
  <place>second</place>
  <place>third</place>
</places>

mailto:'@attributes


  

Array syntax

 If the attribute key is present then the @value 
key is used to define the node value

 Array('place'=>array(
array('@attributes'=>array('prize'=>'best'), 
'@value'=>'first'),
 'second', 'third')) returns

<places>
  <place prize="best">first</place>
  <place>second</place>
  <place>third</place>
</places>

mailto:'@value


  

Encoding from XML

 http://www.lalit.org/lab/convert-xml-to-array-in-php-xml2array/

 Download the library to your application folder
 Use require_once() to include the library 
 XML2Array::createArray($xml);  converts a 

XML string into a PHP array
 The array can be converted back into XML by 

using Array2XML

http://www.lalit.org/lab/convert-xml-to-array-in-php-xml2array/


  

Returning the result

 When giving a response to the client request 
you can set the content type by setting headers

 To set the content type to JSON

header('Content-type: application/json');
 or for XML

header('Content-type: application/xml');
 And then simply print either the JSON or XML 

(IE using echo)
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